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We had a great turn out for the awards 
ceremony on 010813.  We would like to thank all 
the groups that attended and brought the great 
food for everyone to share. 

We’d like to honor the two Neighborhood 
Watch Groups of the year, the “Hardy Bunch” 
and the “Crescent Whistleblowers” for their 
outstanding participation in neighborhood 
watch. 

We’d also like to thank Cindy Horn for the 
photos she took while attending the event and 
the great writeup in the Independence 
Examiner.  We both believe that it will be great 
advertisement for the Neighborhood Watch 
program and will hopefully help in recruitment 
for future groups.  Plus, it never hurts to see the 
police interacting with the public in a positive 
light.   Thanks Cindy for the effort!!! 

Awards Ceremony 

Make sure we get your 
2013 Neighborhood Watch 
group registration forms 
turned in.  If you need one of 
the forms, you can stop by 
the Englewood Office or go 
on line and view page five of 
the 2013 guidebook.
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Unfortunately, criminals prey on us during our weakest times; funerals are no different. 
We have included a few tips to consider to assist in protecting ourselves, and loved ones, 
from further pain during this time. 

∗ Personal Information 
Family members should never provide personal information of the deceased such as a 
social security number, credit card number, bank account number, to anyone calling on 
the telephone or soliciting the information through the Internet. 

∗ Bogus Bills 
One fraudulent scheme that is sometimes employed by criminals is to scan the obituary 
column and send bogus invoices to the home of the decedent assuming that the individual 
handling the  estate will simply write a check. Never pay bills on behalf of the deceased 
unless it can be verified that the transaction actually took place. 

∗ Identity Theft 
Family members are advised never to give out information over the telephone to 
individuals  claiming to be doing genealogy research or verifying information printed on 
birth or death certificates. This is a frequent scheme used by identify thieves. 

∗ Home Improvement Contractors 
The brochure strongly recommends that families never allow a home improvement 
contractor into the house to begin a project that they claim was contracted by or initiated 
by a decedent. 

∗ Appraisals 
Another scheme utilized by criminals is to offer free appraisals of the deceased's 
valuables like coin and stamp collections or antiques. Never do business with anyone who 
"cold calls" a prospective client immediately following a death. Reputable businesses 
would never "cold call" potential clients following a death. 

∗ Preventative Steps During Funeral Ceremonies 
Criminals will often target a family's house during a funeral or a visitation. It is easy 
enough to determine from the newspaper obituary when the family will be at the funeral 
home and not at home. Family members should be advised to have a trusted friend stay 
at their home or ask one of the neighbors to frequently check the property during a 
funeral or visitation. Family members should also set interior lights to operate on a timer 
and leave a radio or television playing loudly. Another tip is to park a car in the 
driveway, or ask a member of your neighborhood watch group to stay at the residence 
while you’re away at the funeral. 

∗ OutofTown Funerals 
When traveling to an outoftown funeral, the family should not stop mail or newspaper 
deliveries. Rather, have a neighbor pick up the mail and newspapers. Also, families 
should not change their answering machine message to indicate they are on a trip. 

Safety Tips Following a Death in the Family 

Crime Prevention Tips
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Disposing of Prescription Medications Safely 

We have had a lot of citizens contact our unit regarding the disposal of 
prescription medications.  On several of the occasions it followed the death of 
a loved one and the collection of a large amount of prescription medications 
that have piled up over the years.  Obviously, as you can imagine, a city the 
size of Independence could generate quite a bit of prescription drugs to be 
collected.  Taking them to the police department, turning them over to be 
placed on property to be stored and later destroyed is not a viable option. 
We have contacted several sources and we were able to come up with a few 
suggestions for disposing of these unused medications. 

We all know that it’s not safe for the environment to simply “flush” the 
items down the toilet, as may have been an accepted practice in the past. 
We contacted a local pharmacy and several medication supply companies in 
the city.  They made the following suggestions for disposing of the 
medications; 

♦ Cat Litter or Coffee Grounds:  Mix the drugs in with cat litter or used 
coffee grounds to destroy the drugs before disposing of them in the trash. 
This will contaminate the drug and make it unusable should anyone find it 
in the trash.  From the professionals we contacted it was relayed to us that 
it is not illegal to dispose of in the trash, but it was strongly suggested that 
the medication be mixed in with something like cat litter or coffee to 
contaminate the medication. 

♦ Pharmacy: You can locate the pharmacy that filled the prescription on the 
label of the medication bottle.  Contact that pharmacy and explain the 
situation to them.  Most pharmacies we contacted, as well as the medical 
supply company we spoke to, advised that they would be willing to accept 
the medication so that it can be disposed of safely. 

♦ Drug Collection Program: Many departments, including the 
Independence Police Department, have sponsored drug drop of sites and 
collected many prescription drugs.  If it is practical, collect and store the 
prescription drugs until there is a local drug drop off program in your area. 
There are usually drug collection programs twice a year.  The next one for 
Independence will be coming up in the spring. 

Prescription Medication Disposal
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Return Service Requested 

Email us  your articles 

jsyme@indepmo.org 

X X 

“Keeping President Harry S. Truman’s Hometown Safe” 

10920 E. Winner Rd 
Independence, MO 64052 

INDEPENDENCE 
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH 

Phone: 816-325-7643 or 816-325-7645 
Fax: 816-325-7647 
Officer Syme - E-Mail: jsyme@indepmo.org 
Officer Pope - E-Mail: bpope@indepmo.org 
www.indepmo.org/neighborhoodwatch 

www.facebook.com/icrimeprevention 

If you’d like to obtain a copy of the 2012 Neighborhood 
Watch Guidebook, please call our office so we can send 

you a copy.  Or you can type the web address below in your 
internet browser to view and/or download a copy: 

www.indepmo.org/userdocs/neighborhoodwatch/2012NWGB.pdf 

Don’t forget to REGISTER your watch group with our unit. 

Useful Telephone #s to “Inform and Protect” Important Telephone Numbers 
Emergency:  911 
NonEmergency/Information:  3257300 

Drug Activity Hotline:  3256272(NARC) 
Traffic Safety:  3257290 

Neighborhood Watch:  3257643 
Crime Prevention Officer:  3257643 
Public Information Officer:  3257258 

Hawthorne Place 
Apartments Officers:  2577824 

Independence Center 
Officers:  3257876 

Police K9 Unit:  3257872


